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BARZANI WITH %70
Formal Kurdistan's presedent Masoud Barzani

has been elected one's more time with %70

percent vote as Kurdish Region's leader.

Turnout was high at 78.5 percent according the

The region's powerful ruling parties (KDP) and the

(PUK) has been running jointly against 23 alliances of

smaller parties. A new party also challenged the ruling

parties with high result of total veto's.

No more deal for Kirkuk!

The Kurdistan Region successfully held

historic parliamentary and presidential

elections. The ballot for the president was

the first direct presidential vote in the

Kurdistan Region. The vote has

underlined the democratic character of the

Region and reinforced the process of

peaceful elections through political

competition.

Election Commission said the overall turnout was

78 percent. In Erbil 79 per cent of eligible voters

cast a ballot, in Suleimaniah 74 percent, and in

Dohuk 85 per cent. More than 90 organizations

based in Iraq and/or the Kurdistan Region also

participated in the observation, with more than

10,000 individuals receiving accreditation badges

from The Independent High Electoral Commission

of Iraq (IHEC).

 

French Le Figaro wrote, there

would be a coming problem

between Kurds and arabs because

of Kirkuk city. Figaro pointed out

that, beacuse of the oil and gas

control, region will be a big

conflict area esspecially Baghdat

and Erbil tie almost could be

finished after the Kurdish election.

Figaro, said, "a city ready for

explose" for Kirkuk.

Kurdish side seems to never give

comprise aout issu and they want

everythink should take place on

the direction of Iraq's constitution.

Paragraph 140 point on Kirkuk

should be beleongs to Kurdish

regional Government.But, arabs

and Maliki never agree with, arabs

side seems very angree with

Kurdish. Turkey, Iran, Syria watch

the situation very carefully.

Oil rich city Kirkuk is the main problem in the region asspecially between

arabs and Kurds. Arabization of the antic city has been started during the

Saddam ruled Baath regime. But, reality is nearly %65 pecent of Kirkuk is

with Kurdish population and Kurds never fall in compromise on Kirkuk...

UN wants a special statu for Kirkuk.

Arabs wants Kirkuk for them throw the Maliki's

stand. Turks wants Kirkuk with ottoman excuse.

No body can wipe out Kirkuk on the map and

all would see the fate of Saddam if they try so,

Hassan, KDP’s senior official in Kirkuk said.

We as all the Kurdistani components say that the

time of threats is over and everything would be

resolved through constitution, he added.

""""Kerkûk is

  Kurdistan"

Turkey will open 2 consulate in Kurdistan region. The former Turkish MP

Inal Batu said Turkey needs to open in each Erbil and Sulaimaniya a

consulate to get information on the ground directly.Batu, retired Turkish

ambassador and member of People Republican Party, asked why Turkey

has not opened yet consulates in Kurdistan Region. He told Haber Turk TV

that the Kurdish elections ran democratically and Turkey is not able yet to

get information from its consulates there.

TURKEY WILL OPEN 2 CONSULATE FOR KURDISTAN

Clinton points Nuclear Aim of Iran again
Secretary of State Clinton warned Iran and said, “You have a right to pursue the

peaceful use of civil, nuclear power,” she  Iran directly. “You do not have a right

to obtain a nuclear weapon. You do not have the right to have the full

enrichment and reprocessing cycle under your control. But there’s a lot that we

can do with Iran if Iran accepts what is the international consensus.”


